BRIDGE REPAIRS - 2019

(March 22, 2019) - Construction continues during the week of March 25, with a focus on the Silk Creek Bridge and the Harrison Avenue Bridge.

From Monday, March 25 through 28, Delta Construction will repair damaged concrete posts and steel railings on the Silk Creek Bridge and Harrison Avenue Bridge.

- Traffic lanes will shift, but not be closed during this work, EXCEPT for short delays due to mid-week concrete truck deliveries.
- Monday – Tuesday: Pedestrians will have access to the west side of Silk Creek Bridge.
- Wednesday – Thursday: Pedestrians will not have access to the bridge and will need to follow detours.

Looking ahead to Monday, April 1, the Contractor will close the north bound lane of Silk Creek Bridge to complete the installation of steel plates. Similar to the recently completed Main Street Bridge work, steel plates will be placed below each end of the bridge in order to prevent material from falling into the waterway. On approximately April 3, Delta will close the southbound lane to complete the steel plate installations.

Project Overview - The Bridge Repairs 2019 project includes a series of maintenance and safety improvements to the Main Street Bridge, Silk Creek Bridge and the Harrison Avenue Bridge. Construction will occur at various times through the end of May, 2019.

The traveling public should anticipate delays traveling or near the construction. Please drive cautiously, observe all construction signage, and use alternate routes if possible.

This work is weather-dependent and the schedule may change.

For more information or to sign up for e-updates, click here for our project webpage.

Please drive patiently and safely through all work zones!
Call Engineering at 541-942-3340 with any concerns or questions.